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        Furnished apartments with all the comforts of home
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                    Choose your city
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                    Select dates to stay
                

                
                    
                

            

            
                
            

        

    



    
        
            
                
                    New era of booking

                    Our vision is to present to our guests, high quality furnished apartments in the center of Geneva,  Lausanne, Fribourg, Lucerne and  Brussels. Our aim is to propose fully equipped and beautifully designed apartments. You will enjoy your stay with our seamless and efficient booking process including contactless payments and contracts, smart locks, and extra services. Whether you are planning a business stay in Switzerland or looking for a family home, we believe that you deserve to be our guest.

                

                
                    Why guests rent our apartments

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                Feels like a home

                                Fully furnished apartments with wifi and laundry on premise

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                Smart locks

                                Self check in/out and access via smartphone app or key fobs

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                Stay safe

                                Quality checks and detailed cleaning before each stay

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                Contactless

                                Credit card or bank transfer payments, smart online contracts

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                Service & Support

                                Emergencies, customer support 7/7, multilingual experts

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                                Flexible stay

                                Short or long stay, start any day anytime, VIP services on demand

                            

                        


                    

                

            

        

    
    
        
            Our cities across the Europe

            Rent furnished apartments in Geneva, Lausanne, Lucerne,  Fribourg and Brussels  

            
                                    
                    
    
        
            
         Switzerland    

    Geneva

    
                    217

            Apartments
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    Lausanne
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            Apartments
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            Apartments
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    Brussels

    
                    9

            Apartments
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    Fribourg
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            Apartments

            

                

                            

        

    
    
        
            
                Serviced apartments by type

                
            

            

            

            
                                                        
                        
    
    
        Business travelers
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            Apartments available for business travelers

        

        
            
        

    

                    

                                                                            
                        
    
    
        Family friendly
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            Apartments available for families

        

        
            
        

    

                    

                                                                            
                        
    
    
        Student housing

        
            124

            Apartments available for student housing

        

        
            
        

    

                    

                                                                            
                        
    
    
        Relocation
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            Apartments available in relocation

        

        
            
        

    

                    

                                                                                                                                                                                                


        


        
            Serviced apartments by size
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            243

            Studio apartments available

        

        
            
        

    

                    

                                                                            
                        
    
    
        One bedroom

        
            103

            Apartments available with one bedroom

        

        
            
        

    

                    

                                                                            
                        
    
    
        Two bedrooms

        
            58

            Apartments available with two bedrooms

        

        
            
        

    

                    

                                                                            
                        
    
    
        Three bedrooms

        
            9

            Apartments available with three bedrooms

        

        
            
        

    

                    

                                                

        

    


    
        

            
                Top service apartments for rent in Geneva

                View all
            


            Geneva gives you one of the best qualities of life. Many parks and the lake are available to have a leisurely walk. Different cuisines available from all around the world thanks to many restaurants. Many roads are pedestrian and bike friendly. Neighborhoods are animated with big and small stores, pubs, and restaurants. Museums are numerous and not expensive, some are free. The city has musical and cultural event organized frequently.


            
                

                

                
                                            
                            
    
                    
        
        
                    

    


    
        Beautiful one bedroom apartment luxury in Carouge, Geneva

        
            60m2
            
            2 guests
            
            1 bed 
        

    

                        
                
                    114.00CHF
                    

                    Per night
                

                            

                        
    
                        

                                            
                            
    
                    
        
        
                    

    


    
        Fully equipped one bedroom apartment in Eaux-Vives, Geneva

        
            70m2
            
            2 guests
            
            1 bed 
        

    

                        
                
                    120.00CHF
                    

                    Per night
                

                            

                        
    
                        

                                            
                            
    
                    
        
        
                    

    


    
        Stylish with balcony two room apartment in Plainpalais, Geneva

        
            110m2
            
            3 guests
            
            2 beds 
        

    

                        
                
                    170.00CHF
                    

                    Per night
                

                            

                        
    
                        

                                            
                            
    
                    
        
        
                            Multiple similar apartments (3)

                    

    


    
        Awesome with three rooms apartment luxury in Champel, Geneva

        
            153m2
            
            6 guests
            
            4 beds 
        

    

                        
                
                    230.00CHF
                    

                    Per night
                

                            

                        
    
                        

                                    

            

        

    

      
        

            
                Furnished studio apartments for rent in Lausanne

                View all
            


            Lausanne is the capital and the main town of the canton of Vaud, it is the fourth largest city Switzerland. The city is home to a large number of international sports-related institutions including the headquarters of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the International Equestrian Federation (FEI).


            
                

                

                
                                            
                            
    
                    
        
        
                            Multiple similar apartments (5)

                    

    


    
        Bright studio apartment in Sallaz, Lausanne

        
            22m2
            
            2 guests
            
            1 bed 
        

    

                        
                
                    55.00CHF
                    

                    Per night
                

                            

                        
    
                        

                                            
                            
    
                    
        
        
                    

    


    
        Fantastic studio apartment low-budget in Sallaz, Lausanne

        
            22m2
            
            2 guests
            
            1 bed 
        

    

                        
                
                    42.00CHF
                    

                    Per night
                

                            

                        
    
                        

                                    

            

        

    

      
        

            
                Apartments for rent in Brussels

                View all
            


            Brussels, capital of Belgium is located in the valley of the Senna River. Full of Art Deco taverns, unique Flemish art, towering Gothic cathedrals, and quaint guild houses. Discover the parks with blooming flowers, architectural monuments, historic culture, and art while filling up on the famous Belgian chocolates and the large choice of local beers.


            
                

                

                
                                            
                            
    
                    
        
        
                            Multiple similar apartments (4)

                    

    


    
        Charming 1 bedroom apartment in Etterbeek, Brussels

        
            50m2
            
            2 guests
            
            1 bed 
        

    

                        
                
                    56.67EUR
                    

                    Per night
                

                            

                        
    
                        

                                            
                            
    
                    
        
        
                            Multiple similar apartments (2)

                    

    


    
        Very nice two bedroom apartment in Etterbeek, Brussels

        
            74m2
            
            4 guests
            
            3 beds 
        

    

                        
                
                    79.33EUR
                    

                    Per night
                

                            

                        
    
                        

                                    

            

        

    

    
        
            Rated lovable by our clients

            
                
                    
                        
                        4.81
                    

                    Based on 954 reviews from our clients!

                


                                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Guillaume Olivier

                                3 years ago

                            

                        

                        
                            An agency listens that immediately understood my expectations despite my budget. Apartment ideally arranged, clean and convenient for public transport. I recommend with eyes closed. Thanks to the whole team.

                            Show more 
                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Helena Roose

                                2 years ago

                            

                        

                        
                            Very spacious and nice apartment. Everything you need is present except for cleaning products and soap to do the dishes. That is really the only thing I could say. Otherwise, the service and communication with Homenhancement was perfect and they checked up on me now and then.

                            Show more 
                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Kamil Ciążyński

                                4 years ago

                            

                        

                        
                            Great place for long and short term stay. Extremely helpful and supportive team of people making your first steps in new country easy and quick. Prices are more than fair.

                            Show more 
                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Antigoni Karkanaki

                                2 years ago

                            

                        

                        
                            We rent a studio owned by the company for a month while looking for a permanent place. It was fully equipped, clean, quiet nice location with all the amenities around. Pictures and description matched the reality. Customer service was excellent and no problem at the end with the deposit. A special thanks to Mrs Romane for being there for us and make all process so easy and pleasant. Unfortunately, I have not taken any picture from the apartment which is a pity because the view is spectacular!

                            Show more 
                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Adriana Blanco

                                2 years ago

                            

                        

                        
                            My experience with Homenhancement has been great. In a difficult market like the one in Geneva I have been able to solve last minute problems just thank to them. So far they have been very responsive and very professional in the way they handle my requests. The staff is great, I think that is their best asset.

                            Show more 
                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Jordan VALENTIN

                                3 years ago

                            

                        

                        
                            Very pleasant stay in my studio in Plainpalais. Perfectly consistent with the description, clean, and pleasant proximity to work. Thank you to the team for their responsiveness to my last minute request. I will not hesitate to return for a future stay in Geneva. Jordan

                            Show more 
                        

                    

                                    
                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                Saida Abouid

                                a year ago

                            

                        

                        
                            Certainly the best way to start your expatriation experience and a new installation in Geneva! attentive team, apartment well located and very nicely decorated, true to the announcement, practical and impeccably clean. We particularly appreciated the flexibility of the agency and their understanding of our situation as newcomers. Thank you to all of you:)

                            Show more 
                        

                    

                            

        

    

        
        

            
                Latest from our blog

                View all blog posts
            


            
                

                
                                            
                                
        
                            
                    

        
            5 Interesting Easter Activities in Switzerland

            If you plan to spend the Easter holidays in any Swiss city, you will experience a mix of tradition and respect for customs that bring the community together to celebrate the beginning of spring and the renewal of life.

        

                            

                                            
                                
        
                            
                    

        
            5 Tips to Enjoy Brussels on a Budget

            If you plan to visit Brussels but have a limited budget, don't worry. This city offers a lot, from free museum days to lively markets, unusual sculptures, wall art, and other adventures. Brussels is ideal for a family holiday on a budget or a romantic weekend for two.

        

                            

                                            
                                
        
                            
                    

        
            5 Best Spring Activities in Fribourg Region

            In the Fribourg region, there are various activities that you can enjoy all year round. If you are planning a trip during the upcoming spring, take advantage of the beautiful weather to enjoy some adventures in nature. Some destinations are ideal for family outings; there are tours where you can take your dog and those you can enjoy alone, or you can hire a professional guide.

        

                            

                                    

            

        

    
    

    
        
            The only way to stay


            Whether you are traveling for business or leisure, in a group or solo, we can offer you beautifully designed apartments across Switzerland and Belgium. Our apartments have fully equipped kitchen and living room with high-speed Wi-Fi. High quality linens and beds guarantee with great comfort.


            Most apartments are situated in the heart of their cities with excellent transport connections and urban trendy districts. We carefully select apartments within good neighborhoods.


            Enjoy local expertise and the knowledge of our young and dynamic teams. Choose to rent serviced apartments. Ease your relocation experience through our efficient rental service.

        

    

    
        
            Find the furnished apartment that suits your needs
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